Making the z r Mark

ON THE LAND

His observations were later upheld when he unexpectedly
came across the Henty brothers' settlement which showed all
the signs of flourishing.s Upon his return to Sydney, the

COLONIAL ARTISTS OF THE WESTERN DISTRICT

publication of Mitchell's experiences in the District inspired
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INTRODUCTION

others to leave the settled areas in New South Wales and travel

Bay in 1835, he pronounced it to be a "very superior

overland to the more open pastures of the south.

anchorage" and noted the presence of huts "about half a mile

By the end of the decade, the steady stream of migration

from shore" (cat no 29). While these huts probably belonged

from the north and south developed into a rush as immigrants

to whalers and sealers who resided there during the whaling

from Great Britain also made their way to the Western

the cities did not develop in isolation, but was very much a part

season, permanent settlement had commenced the previous

District, hoping to make their fortunes on the ]and. Towns

of a larger movement that encompassed the entire colony.

year with the arrival of the Henty brothers, Edward, Francis

quickly formed as tradesmen arrived to meet the squatters'

and Stephen. The Hentys, who had come toVan Diemen's

growing demands for supplies. The government was soon

Land in 1831 only to find their landowning ambitions

forced to accept the claims of the new colonists and extend its

From the first years of settlement, the Western District has

The labours of explorers are too apt to be forgotten when their

WG,o,gc Jackson ,ncho,cd his bdg at Po,dand

merits should claim the more attention. When a country thus

taken on a unique social identity, one which encompasses all

opened up to the world become settled with a busy people, the

the towns located within it. Squatters and settlers spread

romance of its history, so to speak, is lost in the hum of every

themselves across the area during the 1830s and 40s but, with

frustrated by the scarcity of unoccupied acreage on the island, own responsibilities and services to meet the needs of the Port
Phillip district. As the principal town, Melbourne was the first
had made their way to Portland to establish a station which

day life - James Bonwick, Western Victoria. Its .9eo,graphy, ,geolo.9y

the onset of the gold rush in the 1850s, the eastern towns of

ran livestock and grew garden produce, as well as later

l

and social condition. The narrative of an education tour in 1857

Geelong and Ballarat became leading social and cultural

operating their own whaling enterprise.' Although this move

increasingly populated settlements of the Western District

centres. It was in these highly urbanised towns that much of

had been made without official approbation, it set a

soon established townships large enough to also receive

the gold boom wealth had concentrated, and this was made

precedent for others who had earlier sought, and been

official recognition: Geelong was proclaimed a town in 1838,

manifest in the increase of classically-ornate public buildings

denied, permission from the colonial government to expand

with the first crown sale of allotments occurring in February

and the growing patronage of the citizens towards the arts.

into the Port Phillip region.2 In June 1835, John Batman,

1839; Portland was officially recognised in 1839 and land sales

The works in this exhibition reflect the imbalance in

Bonwick poblishcd Wou,, Vi,w,io in <858 in ,a

to be surveyed, with land blocks being sold in 1837. The

representing the leading graziers in the Port PhiJlip

commenced the following year; Warrnambool was declared a
town in 1845; Hamilton (formerly Grange Burn) was gazetted
in 1851; and town allotments for Ballarat were being sold from

effort to ensure that the pioneers and early settlers of the

economic fortunes which, combined with the proximity of

Association (est 1834), sailed across Bass Strait to 'purchase'

Western District would not be forgotten in the new, urbanised

Gee]ong and Ballarat to the colony's foremost town,

land from the local Aboriginals. This was accomplished by

society that was emerging from the gold rush population. This

Melbourne, resulted in a lower level of artistic activity in the

exhibition has been conceived along similar principles.

towns at the western end of the District. Despite this, the

Research into Australia's colonial artists has, in the past,

works produced in towns such as Warrnambool, Portland and,

tended to focus on those who resided in the country's major

the signing of a treaty in which the Aboriginals 'sold' 600,000 August 1852. Smaller towns also gradually appeared
throughout the district from 1839. As with their larger

acres of land in exchange for an assortment of trinkets.3

While this somewhat cynical contract was soon nullified by

counterparts, they too served as invaluable civic and social

to an apparently lesser degree, Hamilton, indicated that,

the colonial government, it was by then too late to prevent a

centres for the squatters and settlers who otherwise lived

cities, reflecting and continuing the prevalent attitude of the

although small, the artistic communities here were as active as

largely isolated existences.

critics of the time. Artists living in regional towns and districts

those in the larger towns.

gradual movement of settlers fromVan Diemen's Land
to Port Phillip.

This exhibition attempts to document the changing nature

were therefore largely neglected and often dismissed as being

of Western District art over the 19th century, as it reflected the

provincial amateurs.

Since their inception, regional galleries have maintained an social circumstances of the artists. It Jooks at a variety of
works, from the intimate sketches of the earliest settlers to the
interest in the work of local artists and exhibitions have been
organised around their output. State and local historical

formal portraits and public works of the later professional

societies and museums have also acquired colonial art works

artists. The Western District can be seen as a microcosm of the

through donations made by descendents. A large body of work

colony ofVictoria, the art of which, as the exhibition

Western District is attempting to bring to light the work of

several of these artists, thereby demonstrating that the art of

4

The majority of immigrants to the Western District came

led an official expedition from the north into the Western

from Britain's wealthier classes: many were younger sons who
were unlikely to inherit their families' wealth.6They came to

District in 1836, and was greatly impressed by the evident

the colonies in order to create their own fortunes. Life in the

fertility of the land. He became convinced that the country
through which he was passing was ideal_ly suited to successful

unfamiliar, seemingly "frightful piece of country"? was
however, harsh, arduous and lonely, with long days spent

settlement:

attending to the endless chores associated with the running of

... The land is, in short, open and available in its present

a station. Occasionally, time was found to visit town or distant

state, for all the purposes of civilised man. We traversed it

neighbours. As squatter, Charles Norton, indicated in his

in two directions with heavy carts, meeting no other

diary, leisure hours were generally spent indoors, smoking a

provided the circumstances that fostered the growth of

obstruction than the softness of rich soil; and, in

pipe, reading a book or magazine or, perhaps, sketching:

professional art.

returning, over flowery plains and green hills, fanned by

by 19th century regional artists, both professional and amateur, iJlustrates, was founded on the efforts of amateur artists, and it
was these amateur artists, as well as enlightened citizens, who
therefore exists, providing a rich heritage and a source of
information for following generations. By gathering together a
number of these works, Making their mark: colonial artists of the

Meanwhile, Sydney's Surveyor-Governor, Thomas Mitchell,

After breakfast fetched the horses & read & smoked tiJl

the breezes of early spring, I named this region Australia

lunch. Lunched between one & two & passed the afternoon

Felix, the better to distinguish it from the parched deserts
of the interior country... 4

till quarter to four in reading, smoking etc. Went round the
cattle, returned & dined at half to seven. D.C. returned. B.

